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If we observe Millares's painting, monsters appear everywhere. They may be the bomúaculos, the antropofauaa, the
neandertalios (1), or an allusion to Torquemada in his
etchings who was a huge monster of Spanish history. Torquemada and the Inquisitíon obsessed Millares's imaginary worid,
as did the Guanches of his native island, who were the victíms of the conquistadors. The Guanche mummies are a fundamental part of the plástic and pictoiial discourse that Millares embarked on in the SO's.
The fírst exhibition of Manolo in New York was called
Mutilados de Paz (Pcace Cripples), and peace doesn't exist without war. This war had been for Millares and his generation,
the Spanish Civil War that bloodied Spain. Though Millares
was a child during the war —he was a bit younger than I—
he experienced the aftermath and the tragic effects of this
catastrophe that announced an even greater one, as we all
knoW.
There's a film Millares made about himself, that has been
partially shown on TV programmes; it's very good and quite
long. In it, we see him paint, stroU round the outskirts of
Madrid where he Uved. Madrid was the place most affected
by the b^inning and the end of the war. Nfillaies strolls, contemplating the bomb sites, that still existed then, and the
debris of military equipment abandoned in the Sierra de Guadarrama (2). He looks at them, he stops to pick up a stone;
he continúes, conversíng with time and history that have
deeply marked his Own creativity. Millares is like the memory
of bygone time during these images, the memory of a catastrophe that convulsed his country.
It is from this moment on of war/peace that the Cripples,
the bomúaculos, the antropofauaa, the aeandertalios, become
plastically organized in an art that pursues the path towards
light,firomblack to white. I believe that this progression from
black to white is the ifundamental essence of Millares's art.
It is as if he had a double personality, that criticised this
historical situation of catastrophe and simultaneoudy was able
to see the light at the end of the tunnel, lighting the way,
which had to be reached and "conquered" at whatever cost.
That l ^ t is the vñúte área we can trace throughout his painting. Gradually, a white horizon appears above. At fírst the
painting is completely black; slo«4y the white horizon emerges
above. It gaíns strength, it descends, while the black begins
to disappear at the same time. FinaUy, we fínd a gleaming
white wall in the second half of the american exhibition. The

white paintings become a cry of joy, and this is even more
signifícant towards the end of his Ufe. Millares was moving
towards this transcendence, towards that light which determines the most original sense of his work.
Why is this so? Because all european painting of the SO's
and 60's is a tragic painting. Europe Uves immersed in the
physical and material poverty that the reaUty of war has left
behínd. To fínd, then, a painter, that in the midst of this
situation, is able to conceive the end, to see beyond the things
that must happen, that must pass by law of absolute necessity, although they are still out of reach, is to represent the
moral sense of our existence, the moral sense of this painting,
and the moral sense of our Uves.
Only one painter of this generation saw this, and he was
caUed Manolo MiUares. I think Manolo Galvan caUed him
"brother Millares", as if he were a monk. There's something
monastic about him, in his serenity, in his deep countenance,
in his physical presence. I recall an innocence, a kind of lay
sanctity that doesn't scom an heretical act.
We can see Moreno Galvan and Millares in a photograph
at the Rastro in Madrid, wearing chasubles. It's an act of
buñuelesque heresy, an image that we can also see in one of
the fílms of that other Spanish genius, Luis Buñuel. Millares
had his surrealist side, most certainly. He took part in a
surrealist movement, or rather of surrealist extraction. If we
foUow the thread, we'U fínd that the great figures of universal
and International surrealism, like Luis Buñuel, are capable of
committing terrible heresy that.expresses the irrevocable condition of a world in revolution, and especiaUy, in evolution.
The gravity of Millares's attitude can be better understood
and expressed if I refer to certain passages from my texts on
him:
"Most certainly these paintings are stiU black; the dark
mass covered them almost completely, but the white was
making its presence known, insinuating itself, achieving the
conquest of the day of Ught over the vast fíeld of shadows.
Did he reaUy experíence this or did he imagine it? At this
point, it was a supposition, just a secret desire shared by the
critic and artist, a wish. But it had vaUdity. Millares's work
would move in that dírection. The man that wandered
through the tragic plains of the Jarama forced to remember
a too recent past. This memory of the anguished man would
reach exordsm and at its end the love he had always sought.
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But what a hard, painful and difficult purpose, for it had to
be won simultaneously against memory and daily experience,
and experience could only come from within, from the intimate visión of a man at an age when serenity is a new weapon to use in battle. Age, sense more than age, reason, for
the artist knows more than he can leam and his memory flourishes and lays deeper roots. Therefore, to the truth of contemporary history Millares added the age he had accumulated
and then died. I must state this, Manolo Millares lived in the
darkness of his devastated country, but attired in white in
order to die in the ideal land where terror no longer held
sway. His Spain, of contradiction, glory and misery. The
white of the final paintings is both phsycial and metaphysical.
He creates a symbolic space where experience is taken to its
infinite potential without sufTering any damage during the process."
The meaning of the last part of Millares's work is complicated; both ideological and material, idealist and materialist.
The abyss between the memory of his formative years, of the
Civil War, together with his social awareness of the present
and a poetic mental state with ancient roots. The impact of
the archaelogical discovery of the Guanche mummies in the
Canary Islands was resumed now by a purely lyrical current
where the artist fmds a kind of superior tranquility and tensión.
"Everything is black and white like the tensión between Ufe
and death."

Manolo Miliares, Elvirela Escobio, una amiga, Martín Chirino, Manuel Padorno,
Alejandro Reino (sentado) cuando trasladaron su residencia a Madrid.

It's a sentence that Millares writes. But we musn't think
that this idea expressed rationally is going tp recupérate Millares's art. It's not an art built from an idea. It's an art, and
there lies its grandeur, that assumed and gave substance to
the idea. He said about it:

Rivera, who give us a profound sense of reality, a sense that
is surpassed, yet remains attached to its representation. This
is the most characteristic sense of Millares.

"/ reject the possibility of believing that I am the solé master of these paintings that have emerged within me. The unknown that awaits me in the lost dimensión of the rough
sack-cloth has its only parallel in the uncertainty of darlcness.
When depth is penetrated in the search of new, valid sites,
for the present, we already icnow beforehand that the curíosity of the man that wants to discover what he is will founder
in that same lime where fertiUty grows and is engendered."
Thus, it is by creating, by making his reliefs, that Millares
was able to provide the exact meaning of his thought and his
sentiment. A sentient thought and a thoughtful sentiment. It
is in action, hke all great artists, that this visual painting,
"pensiero visivo", as Argan said, could materialize and
achieve the superior excellence and the depth of work that
caused an impact in its time. Millares wasn't alone in the
world. We must mention his contemporary Tapies, who I met
in Paris. Yet Tapies is a catalán painter, born in the midst
of a mural tradition, of a traditional, ancient strength. His
painting continúes to give us the security of the medieval
walls that surround and strengthen catalán civilization; he is
a painter that belongs to another race, who has a different
destiny. Millares and Tapies, born almost at the same time,
represent the renaissance of spanish art in the 50's and 60's
that without doubt flourished then.
Another painter I like to compare with Millares is the Venetian Emilio Vedova. He is also the son of another civilization.
He comes from Tintoretto, he is a manierist in the great historical sense of the word, while Millares is a realist. If we
observe the past of great spanish painting we find Velázquez,

In Vedova we appreciate a different dimensión, ectoplasmic,
metaphysical, that situates him in the great discourse of abstract and expressionist art of the post-war.
To include France within our comparisons, there's a superb French painter, the greatest of the 60's and 70's, Jean
Dubuffet. In his aggressive, violent painting, fuU of destructive irony, we find images that ressemble Millares's art. Images of images. Because Millares's painting is a secondary
effect painting. To see it, we have to transform the mechanism of our perception. If we see a televisión image, a photograph, a Millares painting, we don't have relief, but the
image of a relief. The images become more real than the
relief he provides. A painting that provokes image, like all
great painting. Like Dubuffet. He paints images directly, neofiguration. Millares offers us the possibility of creating these
images with his paintings. His paintings in relief are painted-.
objects. They can hang in the middle of a hall, protrude from
the wall, pounce on the spectator. They threaten us and they
move away from the normal behaviour of a painting. They
intervene simultaneously in our vital space and in our physical reality. We are bodies confronting other bodies that surge,
out of the wall and pounce on us. To remember them we
have to transform these bodies into images, or if not, face a
continuing nightmare. And that isn't possible in western art.
We are forced to exit the barroque, golden churches of the
spanish and portuguese tradition, so that the divine spirit that
hides in them doesn't devour us. We have to protect ourselves from this spatial invasión, from this barroque, from the
barroque protuberances of the altars, or the tragic protuberances of Millares's paintings. And we protect ourselves
through the intermediation of the image, through an intermediary image that we form following the laws of perception.

Manolo Millares. Objeto, 1969. Tec. Mix. 83,5x93x26 cas.

This double movement of the artistic object, in relief, and
of its image, takes place during these crucial years of contemporary art. Somehow, we live from these years, and after the
semantic confusión of the 80's, we still have only one active,
dynamic reference, of another creative and convivial relation
with art, that originated during those years of Tapies, Dubuffet. Millares and Vedova.
Millares has assimilated the tragedy of our time in the
body of one of the most tragic countries of the West, Spain,
and in the world of the Civil War, which was his childhood.
I said, for the París exhibition:
"Man and truth are identified in this work and thought,
illumined by a kind of innocent valué. An engaged painter,
in that he assumes reality on both an ideological and poetical
plañe. In the midst of the marvellous and as a polemical
term. His work is simultaneously an explosión of anger, and
a flourishing of hope. That's why white advances on black,
canvas after canvas, and gains territory day by day. A progression towards white characterízes Millares's painting in the
60's. The lake of black mud slowly dissolves. Above appears
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a small white área, that grows, infiltrating, pouring over the
sombre mass. Here, the field is divided by the two áreas. The
symbolic white prevails, invades the picture, covering with its
light the ubuesque volume of the homúnculo. It grows, develops and disappears in the future. The land of Millares's last
exhibitions is pregnant with the anguished cries of war."
His painting became an authentic revolutionary painting. A
painting that alters the meaning that defines its principie. To
conclude, I'd like to refer to another photograph, taken in the
Sierra de Guadarrama. Millares is photographed next to a
no-entry road sign, that "Prohibits the Paso". The sentence
has the ironic, double meaning. (It is referring to the El Paso
Group.) After all, no one managed to prohibit the Paso
Group in Spain. He crossed this pass. Really, he transgressed
it. For me his painting is a work of transgression among the
greatest of our time. The most profound of the western art
of our time.
(1) 'Homúnculo' is the artist's term for a protohuman form and 'Antropofauna', similarly, a human based fauna.
(2) The Guadarrama mountaíns near Madrid.

